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stories of the true is a collection of twelve inspiring
and imaginative narratives based on the lives of real

people. the book was a breakout success in tamil
when it was first released in 2011 as a series on his

website. it includes his famous work elephant
doctor, which sold 2 lakh copies when it was

released as a book and his favourite story in the
collection a hundred armchairs. jeyamohan said it
was the simplest of all his books. i am also of the

firm belief that reading stories to children is a great
way to inspire them to think creatively. my next

project is an anthology of children’s stories in the
marathi language, and i am excited to get into this
space. recently, a tamil film superstar who is now in

his 30s was released from jail on bail. he and his
wife had been in jail for more than ten years,

accused of sexually assaulting a female fan and her
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friend. he was accused of rapes on two occasions,
once in 1998 and again in 2003. in 2003, he was

released after spending two years and a half in jail.
this is not the first time that the state of tamil nadu

has turned on the dmk. back in 1998, the state
government under the leadership of the aiadmk
under the leadership of mgr accused the dmk of
misusing public money and bribing legislators to
ensure a dmk win in the by-election for the rajya
sabha. the dmk managed to defend itself, but the
political damage was done. the dmk lost the by-

election and its leader karunanidhi was charged with
corruption and misuse of state funds. no doubt this
election was primarily about tamil nadu politics. but
the intensity of the election was also about the state
of the tamil nadu economy. the dmk lost because it
failed to present an alternative vision for the state.
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Filmmaker Mohan Raja of the anthology said that he
directed the anthology as the films were a

compilation of stories he had heard for nearly three
decades. Now he directed and curated it together

with poet Meenakshi Dinesh. Their families are from
Delhi. They used to cook for neighbours and friends.
When actor Prabhu Deva, who made Tamil movies
in the 1990s and 2000s, started reading Meenakshi
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Dinesh poems for the anthology, he said that for a
long time, it was difficult for him to adapt

Meenakshi’s style of writing to the film industry.
Thus, Meenakshi sat on top of Prabhu Deva and

narrated his stories. Once Prabhu Deva narrated a
couplet to her, she would immediately write the
next line for the film. According to Meenakshi,

Prabhu Deva is the best speaker in Tamil cinema.
dina manian, a 29 year-old tamil actress, was last
seen in the tamil film thala. but she is back to bbw

wife xxx stories in a new tamil film titled
pazhanthaaga. in this bbw wife xxx story, dina

manian has been seen playing the role of a punjabi
girl. she has a very good body with nice boobs. she

is a cute bbw wife xxx story and her punjabi
boyfriend is a nice boyfriend too. after a long time,
actress amala paul is back to tamil cinema with the
tamil film singam 2. in the film, she has been seen

playing a tamil girl. the actress is a cute tamil
actress and she has a very good body. she has been

seen in few bbw wife xxx videos. the actress has
now been seen in the tamil film singam 2. so, after
watching amala paul in tamil film singam 2, you will
want to watch her in a tamil film again. 5ec8ef588b
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